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- Make sure your bank accounts have appropriate
 checks and balances.

- Keep your treasurer and leadership accountable
 by requiring monthly financial reports that
 include screen shots of bank statements.

- Plan your events prudently:  budget to break
 even or avoid experiencing a loss..

- the goal in AA is not to make a lot of money,
 even if you are trying to host a conference.

- Resist the urge to fundraise.  Some committees
 become afraid about the expenses of their
 conference and begin fundraising to offset
 costs.  Most of the income for your conference
 will come from registrations.  If you are active
 in local AA service, the local AA’s will support
 your activities.

Get the outside help you need
- If your committee is successful and your events
 are large, your committee may need to file
 paperwork with the secretary of state,
 file taxes and even hire a lawyer.  

- These things can be scary at first, but
 aren’t that big of a deal if you
 take it one step at a time.

What if my local AA community hates YPAA
or thinks that YPAA isn’t AA?

- This webpage has some resources you can use
 to help dispel this misunderstanding: 
 http://www.icypaa.org/council/about-icypaa.

- Most people who hate YPAA are simply afraid that
 our conferences drain vital energy out of AA and
 into something they don’t understand.

- It is critically important to build solid connections
 to your local AA groups and service structure,
 even if they disagree with you. 

- Your dedicated service to AA will eventually win
 their confidence and support.

- Do not fight with them, simply go about your
 AA service work and convince them through
 your principled action.

- Consider sending small AA contribution checks
 to GSO, your local intergroup, districts and
 delegate area.

- Since only AA entities can make contributions to
 other AA entities, any AA organization that cashes
 your check is agreeing that you are, indeed,
 an AA group or committee.

No, seriously,
my local AA community hates YPAA
and won’t let us be a part of AA

- You are not alone.

- “Any two or three alcoholics gathered
 together for sobriety may call themselves
 an A.A. group, provided that, as a group,
 they have no other affiliation.” - from
 Tradition Three, The Twelve Traditions of
 Alcoholics Anonymous, Long Form.

- Regardless of what your local AA says,
 you can start a young people’s group.
 If you are reaching the hand of AA out
 to suffering alcoholics and carrying an
 effective message, people will get and stay
 sober and your group will grow.

- Under traditions 4 and 9, AA members
 can create service committees to
 accomplish tasks larger than an AA
 group can manage.  

- No one can stop you from creating
 your YPAA committee, however, it’s up
 to you to follow AA tradition in the
 manner you do this.  Consult with
 other groups.  Don’t act alone or
 out of pride or fear.

- Make sure your committee is “directly
 responsible to those it serves.” 
 Take minutes, record financial data,
 make reports, rotate your leadership, etc.
 Study the AA Traditions and Concepts.  

- Don’t do too much.
- Don’t be a martyr.
- Take one YPAA service
 commitment and one regular
 AA commitment at a time. 

There is no rush. 
You will have plenty of time

to try all the positions if you
pace yourself and stay sober.

“I’m too old for YPAA, bleh.”
- Don’t be silly.

- There are no age requirements in YPAA.
 YPAA is for the young, young at heart,
 and for those with room to grow.

- It’s easier to sit on the side or in the
 back and criticize than it is to rightly
 relate ourselves to the committee. 
 Get involved!

- An active mentor and experienced voice
 is a huge asset to a YPAA committee.
 Yes, it will sometimes be painful and you
 will want to pull your hair out. 

 That feeling is also a spiritual experience.


